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Chicago PMI and Factory Orders Confirm Slower Acceleration

The Chicago PMI fills out the flavor imparted by earlier Empire and Philly Fed surveys…slowing acceleration--with the exception of “prices paid” that on its own raises issues of forward corporate earnings. New Orders
fell to 7.1 points to 60.4 (still growing but at a slower rate). There seems to be a corresponding slowing in
employment conditions (from the large spurt to 54.8 last month, the employment measure fell to 49.2. This is
about where it been since November 2003. The “outlier” quality of the prior reading on employment seems to
be underscored with the slower performance of the other principal measures: production and new orders. The
rise in inventory accumulation is a bit harder to read, although the fall in new orders gives an impression of
involuntary accumulation.
Macro policy seems stuck on the “jobs, jobs, where are the jobs, routine,” and the Chicago data don’t give a lot
of comfort that the next employment readings will be sharply higher. Again, this is dominated by
manufacturing, and that is a small fraction of the overall economy.
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We have graphed some third degree trend lines just to get a feel for the connection between new orders and
employment. The hint is a broad one.
Factory Orders
Factory new orders and shipment data appear to confirm the deceleration taking place throughout the
manufacturing side. Much of the decline was on the non-durables side, but while durables expanded, it was
not robust and the tech side showed some signs of ‘sighing,’ if not outright backup.
Shipments of Computers and Electronic Products were up 17.5% while New Orders rose 14.1%, both yoy.
Seasonally adjusted February new orders of Computers and Electronic Products were up 1.6% as compared
to the January over December figures. While the industry continues to expand, it does so gingerly, with
shipments of semiconductors up some 7.4% (new orders data unavailable).
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To quote a seasoned analyst on the overall situation that featured more significant declines on the nondurables side,

“Overall picture, in these data and the purchasing-manager surveys,
seems to be one of manufacturing deceleration or pause in Q1. So far,
this is not of a trend-breaking, or grossly atypical, pattern--though
it does begin to cast some doubt on perceptions that industrial
confidence is reviving without obstacle, and that new hiring, as well
as investment, will pick up imminently.” (Pierre Ellis, Decision
Economics)
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